
Run 2173 Wandlebury Country Park 
Hare: Wrong Way 
Scribe: Jetstream 
 

Being very efficient we’d paid for the car park in advance and were rather put out to find 
“car park full” signs as we approached Wandlebury. Like all good hashers we ignored the 
signs and were rewarded with the last parking spot in the park.  

One great thing about the restrictions which apply to hashing is that we don’t have a 
prompt 11 o’clock start and so can’t be late! Bliss! 

As instructed we set off from the ticket machine and found dust a few yards away just 
before a four-way junction.  Wrong Way informed us that he’d laid the trail in grey chalk 
powder, where on earth had he found that? It certainly gave us eye strain as we searched 
for traces of the trail. 

Predictably we went around the ring in a clock-wise direction, where we were joined by 
Horny and Sox Maniac, who were finding it equally difficult to see the dust. No check but 
suddenly no dust either. Eventually we found it on the path to the Highland cattle, 
magnificent beasts but not on trail. On-On eventually called by Horny around the other side 
of the field.  

Lovely trail through the woods, reminded me of El Rave and Paparazzi’s Red Dress run I 
Janaury. Then we came across a traffic jam. Social distancing Posh, Fraser, Schoolboy’s 
Dream, Mother Tucker, Horny and Sox Maniac were having a semi-legal gathering by a gate 
and generally blocking the footpath. A bit of two metre chit chat and we were on again. 
Missed a bit of trail, presumably it did a loop up to the Roman Road, and then down the 
avenue towards the main Road. At the corner the trail went right, back to the car park, but 
as it was a short 4k trail, we long cutted across the road and followed El Rave’s trail (the 
dust had finally disappeared after four months) which took us up to the top of the hill 
behind the Gog Magog car park with beautiful views across the fields. 

As there had been no check points there was nowhere for The Earl of Pampisford to loiter. 
We didn’t see One for His Knob and It’ll Come Off, who were reported to be somewhere 
out on trail. Must have been early birds.  

Back at the car park we bumped into Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai and El Nino, who had 
been enjoying a private beer stop on the in trail. They had been running with El Rave and 
Paparazzi who had now gone off to join the 1 o’clock Zoom virtual circle where the usual 
suspects were joined by Sperm Whale – who sent him the link? 

Thanks to Wrong Way for laying the trail, hopefully we can keep on hashing and social 
distancing each week until the restrictions are lifted. 


